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Liability
wePowder has been compiled with
the utmost care. We can for any

Maps
inaccuracies, however, accept no
liability. Freeriding is a risk sport that
takes place in nature. Ultimately, you
are fully responsible for the choices
you make. wePowder recommends
that anyone who does not have sufficient knowledge not to go off-piste.
Off-piste (or freeriding) you always
go with a qualified mountain guide.
wePowder is not liable for any consequences of freeriding, such as, but not
limited to, personal injury or material
damage.

In partnership with FATMAP
The screenshots for every resort used
in our Guide Book were provided by
FATMAP.
FATMAP is an outdoor adventure
community with a web and app
platform, allowing you to view the
world on a global 3D map, check live
conditions such as snow depth, analyse the terrain with a wide selection
of terrain layers and download offline
maps so that you can use it even when
you’re offline.

Freeride zones
Freeride zones are in the backcountry
or off-piste and where you will be
dealing with a wide variety of alpine
dangers in an uncontrolled and
unmanaged natural environment.
These include, but are not limited to,
avalanches, cliffs and crevasses. The
freeride zones included in this guide
have been compiled with the utmost
care. We can, however, accept no
liability for any inaccuracies. Zones
may not be displayed correctly.
On the maps where the zones are
displayed you can never see all the
“natural hazards”, such as cliffs,
rocks, trees, crevasses or other natural hazards. The conditions in the
mountains are always different and
always changing. Many factors can
affect the quality of a route, making
descents impossible, highly risky or
presenting a variety of other dangers
and hazards. These include, but are
not limited to weather, temperatures,
type of snow, snowfall, avalanches
and work carried out in the area
concerned. Always inquire before
riding a freeride zone at the local
ski school and / or ski patrol and /
or local mountain guide services if
you can ride a route! A freeride zone
should always be skied or snowboard
accompanied by a qualified guide.

You can join FATMAP’s adventure
membership club, Explore, for access
to all the premium digital tools, a
personalized membership pack, contribute to sustainability initiatives and
get exclusive member benefits with
the world’s leading outdoor brands.
Visit fatmap.com or download the app
here .
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Guide

How to make
the most of
this guide?
It has begun. Skiing and snowboarding will never be the
same again. You have chosen freedom, riding off the
beaten track, discovering new resorts, and collecting
unique experiences and moments. With this guide you
take a nice step in the right direction. However, you are
not there yet. We have compiled five tips for you on how
you can get the most out of this guide.

book
1. Never
too early
There is a reason why this tip is
mentioned first. Skiing or snowboarding in fresh powder snow is the holy
grail for almost every freerider. If you
want to ride powder, it generally does
not help to select your destination six
months in advance and it certainly is
not a great idea to book accommodations that far ahead either. Of course,
you have your trips with family and
friends, your trips in which you want
to learn a lot, and your trips overseas.
These are trips that are usually
booked early. These are therefore not
powder trips. These are trips to the
mountains. You book these trips early
because other things are more important and you may get lucky with good
snow. But if you go on a powder trip,
book as late as possible. That means
two days before departure.

the
2. Check
weather forecast
When choosing a destination, it is important to keep an eye on the weather
forecast. Where to go often only
becomes clear 48 hours before the
dump. Note: the deepest dump is not
always the best dump. Sometimes it
pays to go to that smaller area around
the corner. Maybe less snow (but who
notices the difference between 50 and
70 cm?), but also less well-known,

without trees during heavy snowfall
and low visibility.

less powder panic and perhaps even
trees to be able to ride during the
storm.

The aspect

At every area in this guide you
will find a lot of data and valuable
information that will help you make
a choice:

What is the aspect of the terrain?
Does an area have many southern
slopes? In combination with a low
elevation, it might not be the best
pick for a powder trip in March. Are
there many slopes facing north? Then
at least you know that the sun has less
influence on the snow.

Best period

The angle

3.

Where
to go?

It sounds so logical, but many skiers
and snowboarders hardly understand
the importance of choosing destinations based upon what part of the
season it is. For example, a ski area
at lower elevation with many alpine
meadows is a good choice at the start
of the winter, while areas at higher
elevations such as La Grave and Ischgl require much more snow and are
usually in their best condition later in
the season.

The weather, elevation and
treeline

Scan the QR code and you will
get access to the current weather
information. Do you want to ride
during snowfall? Then check through
the elevation and the tree line if the
ski area has sufficient terrain (read:
wonderful tree runs) where you can
still see something during heavy
snowfall. After all, it makes little
sense to go to a high-altitude area
14

The percentages at the angle indicate
how much of the terrain in this area
has that specific angle. In this way
you get a picture of whether you will
find relatively mostly moderate terrain in this area or primarily steeper
terrain. Note: the percentages do not
add up to 100%, because there is
of course a lot of terrain that is less
steep than 30 degrees.

the right
4. Select
freeriding zones
For each area we provide an indication of the freeriding options with the
“Freeride Zones”. We do this with
the help of FATMAP (scan the QR
code for the interactive map). These
are purely for inspiration and not for
navigating. Do you not have the skills
and/or knowledge? Then always go
out with a guide! Always check the
latest local avalanche forecast. With

some “Freeride Zones” you will see
an icon behind the description. A
green circle indicates that the terrain
is suitable for novice freeriders, while
a double black diamond indicates
that a zone is for the real experts.
Tree runs are indicated by the icon
of a tree.

forget to
5. Don’t
have fun!
Great powder, a group of friends, the
right gear and knowledge, you know
where you’re going and if you have
really chosen well, it is also not that

Lines

crowded. Powder for you and your
friends. Of course you have read the
latest local avalanche forecast, done
a beacon check and you continuously
choose to ride those lines that are the
ideal mix between pleasure and risk
for you. Mission accomplished!
In addition, there are a number of things
that influence freeriding and that every
freerider must take into account.

Climate change
We are not climate experts, but we
cannot ignore current developments.
Climate change has consequences.

to keep their lifts open. Nevertheless,
always respect and practice mountain
etiquette. Never follow a group of
riders unsolicited. Always ask for permission to join them, have a chat, ride
a nice line and drink a beer together
afterwards!

Less snowfall, higher temperatures,
extreme snowfall, smaller glaciers,
more fluctuating temperatures and
so on. So take your personal footprint
into account and reduce where possible!

Localism

Nature in the Alps

Just as surfers are proud of their
homespot, locals are taking care of
their mountain, routes and secrets.
We also share the little gems in this
guide. We do this not only because we
want you to enjoy these areas as well,
but also because some smaller ski
areas in the Alps need our business

As freeriders we enjoy the tranquility
of the backcountry and the beautiful
mountains. So respect the so-called
“Wildschutz zones”. Young plants
and trees grow in these areas and/or
local animals rest here (for example
because they are in hibernation). Re15

sist the temptation of the untracked
terrain, use common sense and don’t
destroy what you came to enjoy!
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Vorarlberg
Berner Oberland
Zentral Schweiz
Mittel- and Nordbünden
Diversity rules in this weather region.
Ski areas are spread over five different
countries, all with their own charm and
advantages. The snow magnet Vorarlberg,
where modern skiing was born in the
Arlberg and Bavaria, the German region
with so much more to offer than a couple
of beers during Oktoberfest. And when
it comes to Swiss stereotypes, you can
certainly find this cultural phenomenon in
this region. The almost incomprehensible
‘Schweizerdeutsch’ is spoken and you
can explore the oldest city of Switzerland
(Chur) here, where people found a place
to live approximately 5000 years ago.
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“Freeride is of course also popular among the Swiss
themselves. For the Swiss, the mountains are their
second or perhaps even their ﬁrst nature”

S
Surface and location
The Vorarlberg, situated between
Tyrol and Switzerland/Liechtenstein
is not very large at 2601 km2, but
you will find the gigantic Ski Arlberg
here. Here you’ll find the classics St.
Anton (which of course is oﬃcially in
Tyrol) and Lech. Across the border
in the great German ‘Bundesland’
of Bavaria is the Hochgrat. The
Austrian Kleinwalsertal can only be
reached by car via Germany. In addition, this weather region consists of
the Bernese Oberland, Central Switzerland and Nord- and Mittelbünden. These are also the names used
in the Swiss avalanche bulletins.
Administratively, the patchwork of
entities is even greater. This weather
region includes the following cantons: Bern (5959 km2), Obwalden
(491 km2), Nidwalden (276 km2), Uri
(1077 km2) and the northern and
central part of Graubünden (7105
km2). Although Graubünden is by far
the largest region, the majority of
the population lives in the canton of

Bern. There are even ski areas that
are part of this weather region in
Bavaria, the dwarf state of Liechtenstein and the Swiss canton of Wallis
(cross-border with the French Haute
Savoie).

C
Culture
The basis of modern skiing was
developed in Ski Arlberg. Ski pioneer
Hannes Schneider started the first
ski school in Austria in St. Anton am
Arlberg (which is in fact just in Tyrol)
in the 1920/1921 season. In the
1990s, an entire battalion of Scandinavians was stationed in St. Anton,
where a powder day was already over
by 11 am. These Scandinavians have
since spread over several ski areas.
Just like chocolate and watches, the
Scandinavians are almost indispensable from Switzerland. In Engelberg
you will find the famous Ski Lodge
and Andermatt and Disentis have a
real freeride culture as well.
Freeride is of course also popular
among the Swiss themselves. For

the Swiss, the mountains are their
second or perhaps even their first
nature. Every day there are countless
Swiss in the mountains, regardless of
the season. They use the mountain
in all its facets. In addition to living
and working they’re mountain biking, climbing, hiking and, of course,
freeriding. There is no other country
in the world where the first snowboarders were as quickly welcomed
as in Switzerland and it is therefore
not surprising that the freeriders
were also welcomed with open arms
from the very first hour. Many small
Swiss snowboarding brands grew big
on the waves of the snowboarding
explosion, and there are also many
smaller ski brands active in this
region such as Birdos in Andermatt
and Zai in Disentis. The SLF is based
in Davos and you will also find excellent freeride there.

L
Language
German in the broadest sense of the
word is the most important working
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language in this area. You have to
take that “broadest sense” very
literally in some places, since there
are numerous dialects spoken in here
that are almost unintelligible to the
layman.

M
The Mountains
The landscape in this region is diverse, interesting and compelling for
freeriders. The Austrian Kleinwalsertal is located on the north side of and
can only be reached via Germany.
The Vorarlberg begins where the Inn
Valley ends. In this region you will
find less structure in the mainly narrow valleys and high mountains, only
the Montafon valley is somewhat
wider. Between the Vorarlberg and
the Swiss cantons of Appenzell and
St. Gallen lies a wide valley that
borders Lake Constance in the north.
The wide valley partly drives the
snowy winters in this region. If you
cross the border then you are in perhaps the most beautiful alpine country: striking mountains, lined with
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“Everyone has heard of Ski Arlberg (of
course), one of the most beautiful freeride
areas in the Alps”
lovely alpine meadows where Heidi
and Peter can emerge any moment,
welcome to Switzerland! High peaks
such as the Eiger, Mönch, Jungfrau,
Titlis and Säntis dominate the landscape of the northern alpine ridge.
You’ll find big cities in this part of
the Alps. Bern, Lucerne and Zürich
are close, so nearby areas such as
Engelberg can look forward to extra
visitors at the weekend. Interlaken
and Chur are smaller towns that
are really located in the mountains,
of which Chur in particular is an
interesting city to visit. Davos isn’t a
small village either. It has morphed
into a world famous town with more
than 10,000 inhabitants and is home
to many international conventions

W
Where to go?
Everyone has heard of Ski Arlberg
(of course), one of the most beautiful
freeride areas in the Alps. There
are few areas where the terrain is
tracked out so fast. Nevertheless,

journey as it is part of the famous
“Glacier Express”.

because of the terrain and atmosphere, it should be on everyone’s
hit list. The nearby valleys of the
Bregenzerwald, Kleinwalsertal and
Montafon are more family-oriented
and you can also find good freeriding terrain there. Andermatt and
Engelberg are destinations that are
very accessible when you live on
the north side of the Alps. You will
find a true freeride culture here
with all the benefits and burdens.
If, on the other hand, you opt for
the more eastern regions, you may
be rewarded with more untracked
terrain. There are a number of
areas there that are worth visiting.
Lenzerheide, Arosa and Davos are
destinations that offer much more
than the ski maps reveal. If you
have a bit more time, Disentis is
definitely worth it. This mountain
features beautiful terrain with lots
of possibilities. It is wise to drive via
Chur, since the train that passes the
Oberalp pass is quite expensive and
takes quite some time. However, if
you have the time and inclination
to travel this route, it’s a notable

H
How do you get there?
With airports in Geneva, Zürich,
Basel and Bern, the region is easily
accessible. Rent a car or take the bus
and you will be at your destination in
no time. The train is also an option.
Ski areas such as the Jungfrau Region
and Engelberg can easily be reached
by rail. Still, the car is will remain
your best friend here, especially
when you want to go road tripping
and follow the storms.

H
How do you travel when you get
there?
While a car the most flexible option
in Switzerland you can travel quiet
easily by train and bus. Calculate
some extra time, but you are travelling more eco-friendly. The quality is
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good and the frequency is high, making bus and rail transfers easy even if
you’re lugging ski or snowboard gear.

A
Accommodation
There are plenty of apartments and
chalets in Switzerland. When you’re
road tripping and you don’t care
too much about luxury, the “Lager”
is a cheap alternative to the hotel.
Lagers are a typical Swiss solution
and have the character of youth
hostels. In many cases you sleep with
several people in linked bunk beds
and the shower and toilet facilities
are also shared. You often score a
good night’s sleep for a good price,
provided you bring a set of ear plugs
along. Intensive sports in combination with several people in a room
guarantees at least one snorer. Do
you have more to spend or a taste for
luxury? The most beautiful four and
five star hotels are located in almost
every area in this region.

Northern Alps West
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Ski Arlberg
Tirol/Vorarlberg

Ski Arlberg and especially St. Anton and Lech are world famous.
Not only with skiers and snowboarders from Europe, but also
with the powder jet set from North America. And that’s for good
reason. The Arlberg area guarantees a lot of snow and you will
find so much terrain here that it has something to offer for every
freerider. It is not as extreme as Chamonix, but those who want to
push their limits can certainly find challenges here.

Steep and extreme
Ski Arlberg is the most extreme ski region of
Vorarlberg. Now that Warth-Schröcken has also
been added to the ski area, the area is even bigger.
Nowhere in Vorarlberg do the lifts go higher, is the
terrain steeper and can you find such an important
part of the ski area above 2000 meters. The alpine
meadows are becoming scarcer and you’ll mostly
ride on a rocky surface.
Great mix of terrain
But Ski Arlberg is not only extreme freeride. It’s the
mix of terrain that makes it attractive for beginners,
but especially for the advanced and expert riders.
The area needs slightly more snow than the other areas in Vorarlberg, but in return the season also lasts
slightly longer because you can still find great snow
(and less crowds) in March and April. The only thing
that’s missing is that there are few trees in the area
and the ones that are there are mostly ‘Wildschutz’.
Nevertheless, there is still something to be found on
days when it dumps.
The downside
Freeride is written with a capital F in Ski Arlberg,
but it’s also known for its powder panic. Some flakes
get tracked before they hit the ground here! It’s the
worst around St. Anton, it’s less hectic towards Lech.
Ski Arlberg, you hate it or you love it.
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Warth - Schröcken
Vorarlberg

Warth - Schröcken wasn’t connected to Ski Arlberg until 2013. This offers access to even more
powder runs, although it’s quite impossible to
get to this part of ski area from St. Anton. The
connection is mainly interesting for the riders
that stay in Warth or Schröcken, because they get
access to the possibilities in Lech.

Tranquility dominates
Warth is located at 1494 meters. The ski area is now
connected to Lech, which has given the village a
significant boost. However, this connection does lead
to waiting times. You have quick access to the ski area
via the Dorfbahn, an 8-person cable car. Warth has
modern ski lifts and a good infrastructure, but the
village itself is really small. It has a little more than
two hundred inhabitants and tranquility dominates.
Add the fact that Warth also claims to be the snowiest
resort in the Alps and it’s not bad to spend a couple
of days here, especially since it’s not as expensive as
Lech. With an average of 140 days of snow per year,
the region is traditionally covered with snow.
Not by car to Lech
The village is quiet and considerably cheaper than
Lech. Warth lies on the so-called Hochtannberg

Pass, which forms the connection between the Bregenzerwald, Lechtal and Arlberg. The area is nicely
‘embedded’ between the Wartherhorn, Biberkopf
and Widderstein mountains, only drawback is the
lack of trees. Remember that you cannot go to Lech
by car. Because it is such a small village, most accommodations are in the vicinity of the lifts.

PA IA NAR MAR

Location

Even smaller
Schröcken is located at 1269 meters and is even
smaller than Warth. There’s no direct connection
to the ski area, so you’ll have to take the bus or the
car to the lifts. It’s possible however to descend to
Schröcken via the ski route.
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1

Freeride zones
Warth - Schröcken can be divided into the following freeride
zones
1 Saloberkopf
(1269 - 2050 m.)

Almost all freeride in Warth Schröcken can be found at the
foot of the Karhorn, also known
as the Saloberkopf. You can find
terrain that is extremely suitable
for beginning freeriders next to
the groomed slopes and lifts.
Pay attention though, because
especially lower down the mountain you’ll find (very) challenging terrain with large cliffs and
drops. An example is the terrain
above the Jägeralpe slope. It’s
wonderful for experts, but only
with a thick layer of snow. There’s
more terrain to be found on the
backside of the Karhorn. First of
all there are the lines to the right
towards the valley station of the
Sonne Jet, but you can also go to
the left towards Lech.

2 Zuger Hochlicht
Mohnenﬂuh (1269 - 2344 m.)

The Zuger Hochlicht is officially
part of Lech, but we make an
exception here. Not so much
because of the sunny lines that
you can ride right below the
Mohnenfluh towards the Sonnenjet. These are nice, but the
absolute gem is the “Klemm”, the
backside of the Zuger Hochlicht
and Mohnenfluh. More than 1000
meters vertical, facing north and
with a steep pitch. You’ll end up in
Schröcken.
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Lech - Zürs
Vorarlberg

The connection with Warth - Schröcken resulted in an even more
central location in the ski area for Lech and Zürs. The expensive
village that a lot of royalty and captains of industry call home
during winter is getting even more popular. That is no different for
Zürs. This expensive satellite village mainly houses 4 and 5 star
hotels. It is not only expensive, but it is also difficult to get there
(which obviously adds to the exclusivity).

Best of Vorarlberg
You can reach Lech and Zürs only via the Flexenpass during winter, which is nearly 1800 meters
high, an elevation that guarantees plenty of
snow. Lech and Zürs are exclusive, but the village
also breathes riding powder and has the best of
Vorarlberg to offer in terms of location and terrain.
Everything comes together here: powder, terrain
and a guarantee of snow. Unfortunately, more and
more people are aware of that, so it’s getting more
and more crowded.

Location

Snowfall
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Heli skiing
For those who think it’s too crowded: you could always go heli skiing. It’s the only location in Austria
where this is allowed. It is possible to descend from
the “Mehlsack” (Zuger Schafberg) after a short trip
in the heli, but quite honestly that is not necessary

at all. Earn your turns and ditch the crowds by skinning up while saving some money for the après.
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Freeride Zones
The freeride potential of LechZürs is immense and anyone
who wants to get to know all the
secrets will be busy for at least
a few weeks. To give you a good
overview, we have divided the
region into five zones:
1 Kriegerhorn - Zuger
Hochlicht ( 1450 - 2344 m.)

First of all there is the Kriegerhorn - Zuger Hochlicht. For the
fantastic northern run “Klemm”
from the Zuger Hochlicht, we
would like to refer you to the
part about Warth-Schröcken,
but the northern slopes of the
Kriegerhorn are also nice. Very
steep terrain and the aspect
keeps the snow fresh longer. The
rest of this freeride zone gets a
lot of direct sunshine. So don’t
wait too long after fresh snow
has fallen. The Kriegerhorn is a
beautiful mix of alpine meadows,
rocks and trees and ideal for
enjoying a cold northern Stau in

of area that is especially suitable for beginners around the
Hexenboden, but once you go
up via the Trittkopfbahn or even
hike towards the Nordliche Trittkopf then the terrain becomes
very serious. You can ride steep
walls here and navigation is
really important. The view from
the ridge towards the Nordliche
Trittkopf is fantastic, especially
the view of the west face of the
Valluga. You will not find trees
in this area. It is bare and the
terrain rocky.

January and February. The area is
well suited for beginners, but the
north faces of the Kriegerhorn
clearly require more skills.
2 Rüfikopf (1450 - 2362 m.)

South of Lech you will find
the Rüfikopf area. The terrain
becomes more extreme here,
the slopes are steeper and we
also deviate a little further from
the beaten track. The Schwarze
Wand descent, winding along
avalanche fences towards Lech
is a classic, just like the descent
via the Rüfispitze. This area is
still good for beginners just next
to the groomed slopes, but if you
venture out in the backcountry,
you quickly enter terrain for
advanced or even expert freeriders. Large parts of the area have
a northern aspect so the snow
stays fresh for a long time.

4 Muggengrat
(1716 - 2450 m.)

Across the valley and perfectly
accessible from Zürs are the
Muggengrat and Seekopf, from
which you can create countless
variants towards Zürs. Your skills
and abilities set the limits. Just
next to the slopes, beginners will
enjoy themselves, but those who
go deeper into the backcountry
quickly end up in serious terrain.

3 Trittkopf (1716 - 2432 m.)

Zürs is located south of Lech.
The Trittkopf is a very nice part
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5 Madloch (1511 - 2438 m.)

The same applies even more
to the Madloch area, where
countless variants go down.
The Wiessele and Gamshang
are classics that take you to the
road between Zürs and Lech. Via
a bridge you can go to the other
side of the river and hop on the
bus there. If you want to end up
in Lech you could also descend
the Hornplatze. This northern
face that runs down through the
trees keeps the snow fresh for a
long time, so that you will always
find some powder on your way
to Lech. Those who want more
extreme can go to the Stierfall,
Stierloch or Heuwetrinne. Serious terrain with serious risks.
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Sankt Anton am Arlberg
Tyrol

Sankt Anton am Arlberg probably needs no introduction. It’s one of the
most popular ski destinations worldwide, boosted by easy accessibility by train. Almost everyone has heard of it, but not everyone has been
there, although it might feel that everybody is around on a powder day. The
powder jet set is tracking every flake that hits the ground. The day ends
with a drink in one of the après-ski palaces. Freeriding has its risks, but the
descent from the Mooserwirt is probably even more dangerous.

A bit less snow
Still good to mention is the fact that St. Anton am
Arlberg is located in Tyrol. The village is located
at the foot of the Arlberg Pass that separates
Vorarlberg from Tyrol. Sankt Anton picks up the
least snow of all areas in Ski Arlberg because it is
located southeast of the Arlberg Pass. Certainly
the Rendl therefore needs more storms before it is
in the right shape.
Home of the skibums
Stuben is home to the skibums. It was like that in
the past and it still is now. This small and somewhat
more affordable village is situated right at the foot
of the Arlberg Pass. You will find a handful of hotels, a guest house from 1739 and two dozen typical
Austrian bed & breakfasts. They determine the cozy
village image that is under pressure, because more

and more people are heading for the Arlberg and so
Stuben will probably see some development in the
near future.
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Location

Pioneering
Stuben is also the birthplace of Hannes Schneider
(1890 - 1955). He is one of the most famous ski pioneers and founder of one of the first ski schools in
the world, Skischule Arlberg. His birth house, now
a guest house, is in the middle of the main street.
Near the Albonalift you will find a statue of good
old Hannes.

Snowfall
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Freeride zones
The freeride potential is immense here as well and the
opening of the Flexenbahn
makes it very easy to get to Zürs.
You don’t have to take the bus
anymore. To give you a good overview, we have divided the region
into five freeride zones:
1 Albona (1407 - 2400 m.)

Tree runs in the Arlberg? It’s
possible. You can ride powder
below the Albona while it dumps.
Not something for beginners, it
is pretty steep. But also after the
storm you can have fun on the
Albona. Frontside or backside
descents to Klösterle or St.
Christoph? Everything is possible
on this mountain, a place that is
sometimes overlooked because
of the connection to Zürs.
2 Galzig (1304 - 2158 m.)

You can descend between the
“Arlen” on the southern slopes of
the Galzig. These are the bushes

ben and Mattun are the lines you
want to do.

that gave the Arlberg its name.
Riding during a storm is not a
punishment here. Furthermore,
there are countless variants between and next to the groomed
slopes. Ideal for beginning to
advanced freeriders.

5 Rendl (1304 - 2625 m.)

The Rendl is the southernmost
area of the Arlberg. This mountain
is therefore more sensitive to wind
from the north and needs more

3 Valluga (1716 - 2811 m.)

The name of this mountain
goes far beyond the European
borders. Of course you can ride
some lines on the frontside, but
the backside is the best. You
have to hire a guide, otherwise
you’re not allowed to ride the
last part of the lift. The backside
is wonderful but the chance that
you will be the first to dive into
an untracked slope is very small.
Cherish the moment.
4 Kappal (1304 - 2330 m.)

Lots of southern slopes and
therefore a lot of influence
from the sun. Of course you can
ride between and next to the
groomed slopes, but Schöngra111

storms. It is usually a bit quieter
on weekdays. The Rendl offers
something for everyone. Accessible freeride between and next to
the slopes on the western faces
on the frontside and adventure
via the backside. The Hinterer
Rendl may be called a classic.
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Sonnenkopf
Vorarlberg

Coming from Bludenz, the family ski area of Sonnenkopf is on the right just before you enter the Arlberg
tunnel. Because a real village is missing, you could easily pass by. And many do so on their way to Ski Arlberg
or the promised land in Tyrol. Sonnenkopf presents
itself as an area for families and, to be honest, they
picked the right target group.

Snow guarantee
What they have forgotten in their marketing however is the snow guarantee of the area. Almost all
the terrain is on northern faces, which means that
the snow that comes down here stays fresh longer
than in the lower regions of the Bregenzerwald.
They basically do not need snow cannons.
Compact, but complete
The freeride area of Sonnenkopf goes up to an
elevation of 2300 meters. With the right conditions
you can make your powder runs all the way down to
the valley, but please note the ‘Wild- and Waldschutz’ regulation. Sonnenkopf is a compact, but
very complete area. You will find alpine meadows,
some slopes with trees and even some steep rock
faces. Just next to the slopes you will mainly find
mellow terrain with sometimes very nice surprises.

The area is suitable for beginning to advanced
freeriders and even experts can have fun. On weekdays it is still pretty quiet, but it is no longer a secret
in the weekends.
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Freeride zones
The freeride options of Sonnenkopf can be divided into five
freeride zones:
1 Riedboden
(1740 - 1980 m.)

best to first explore this part of
the Sonnenkopf with a guide before going down with your crew.
A long forest road takes you back
to Klösterle where you take a bus
or taxi back to the lift.

but if you’re willing to search,
you’ll find terrain that feels a bit
like Canada. Nice tree runs full
of pillows and steep chutes. It’s
worth the search.
3 Glattingrat
(1500 - 2300 m.)

First of all there is the Riedboden. From the top there
are lines that provide access
to mostly playful and mellow
terrain. It is steeper below the
Riedboden lift itself. You have
a good view of the slope on the
other side from the top of the
Riedboden. Around the Schäferhütte ski route there is still
something to be found. All just
next to the groomed slopes and
tracked fast.

The northern faces above 1900
meters are a treat, featuring
playful terrain, sometimes pretty
steep and plenty of opportunities to get some air. It’s even
more beautiful below 1900 meters. There is wonderful terrain
waiting for you both skiers-left
and skiers-right of the Obermoos
lift. Unprecedentedly steep for a
family area with more and more
trees at the bottom. A gem.

2 Sonnenkopf
(1500 - 1850 m.)

4 Kühtali
(1000 - 2300 m.)

It’s best to do the runs through
the forest from the top of the
Sonnenkopf lift on days with bad
weather. The Wildschutz regulations here vary from year to year,

Anyone diving into the backside
of the Glattingrat will end up in
a new playground with a very
steep passage halfway through.
Sometimes even too steep. It is

5 Mutttjöchl
(960 - 2075 m.)

Follow the winter hiking trail
(winterwanderweg) to this summit from the Riedkopf. The north
face towards Dalaas is of unparalleled beauty and takes you
through Canadian-style fairytale
forests. Extremely beautiful
when the forest is completely
snowed in.
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